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In this talk, we consider connection problems on higher(r-th) order linear
q-difference equations between around the origin and around the infinity. For
the sake of simplicity, we deal with the connection problems on the third
order (namely, r = 3) linear q-difference equations.

We study the following “degenerated” third order q-difference equation:[(
a1a2a3x− b1/q2

)
σ3q −

{
(a1a2 + a2a3 + a3a1)x− (b1/q

2 + 1/q)
}
σ2q

+ {(a1 + a2 + a3)x− 1/q}σq − x]u(x) = 0. (1)

The equation (1) has the formal solution around the origin as follows:

u1(x) = 3ϕ1(a1, a2, a3; b1; q, x) =
∑
n≥0

(a1, a2, a3; q)n
(b1; q)n(q; q)n

{
(−1)q

n(n−1)
2

}−1
xn.

Here, σq is the q-shifted operator σqf(x) = f(qx), the q-shifted factorial
(a; q)n is

(a; q)n :=

{
1, n = 0,

(1− a)(1− aq) . . . (1− aqn−1), n ≥ 1,

moreover, (a; q)∞ := limn→∞(a; q)n and

(a1, a2, . . . , am; q)∞ := (a1; q)∞(a2; q)∞ . . . (am; q)∞.

The notation rϕs(a1, . . . , ar; b1, . . . , bs; q, x) is the basic hypergeometric se-
ries [2]. The equation (1) also has the fundamental system of solutions
around the infinity as follow:

v1(x) = x−α1
3ϕ2(a1, a1q/b1, 0; a1q/a2, a1q/a3; q, qb1/a1a2a3x),

v2(x) = x−α2
3ϕ2(a2, a2q/b1, 0; a2q/a1, a2q/a3; q, qb1/a1a2a3x),

v3(x) = x−α3
3ϕ2(a3, a3q/b1, 0; a3q/a2, a3q/a1; q, qb1/a1a2a3x),
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where aj = qαj , j = 1, 2, 3. The relation between the solution around the
originu1 and solutions around the infinity v1, v2 and v3(x) is not so clear.
In this talk, we give the relation with the using of the suitable resummation
method.

We study connection problems on linear q-difference equations with irreg-
ular singular points. Connection problems on second order linear q-difference
equations between the origin and the infinity are studied by G. D. Birkhoff
[1]. The first example of connection formula was given by G. N. Watson
(This formula is known as “Watson’s formula for the basic hypergeometric
series 2ϕ1(a, b; c; q, x)”) [7] as follows:

2ϕ1 (a, b; c; q;x) =
(b, c/a; q)∞(ax, q/ax; q)∞
(c, b/a; q)∞(x, q/x; q)∞

2ϕ1 (a, aq/c; aq/b; q, cq/abx)

+
(a, c/b; q)∞(bx, q/bx; q)∞
(c, a/b; q)∞(x, q/x; q)∞

2ϕ1 (b, bq/c; bq/a; q, cq/abx) .

However, other connection formulae have not known for a long time. At
the beginning of 21st century, C. Zhang has shown some connection for-
mulae of solutions of q-difference equations with irregular singular points
[8, 9, 10]by the q-Borel-Laplace methods. In connection problems on q-
difference equations, two different types of “the q-Borel-Laprace resumma-
tion methods” are powerful tools. We review these transformations.

The q-Borel and the q-Laplace transformations of the first kind:

Definition 1. For any f(x) =
∑

n≥0 anx
n, the q-Borel transformation B+q

is (
B+q f

)
(ξ) = ϕ(ξ) :=

∑
n≥0

anq
n(n−1)

2 ξn,

the q-Laplace transformation L+q,λ is

(
L+q,λϕ

)
(x) :=

∑
n∈Z

ϕ(qnλ)

θ
(
qnλ
x

) .
The q-Borel and the q-Laplace transformations of the second kind:

Definition 2. For f(x) =
∑

n≥0 anx
n, the q-Borel transformation is defined

by

g(ξ) =
(
B−q f

)
(ξ) :=

∑
n≥0

anq
−n(n−1)

2 ξn,
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and the q-Laplace transformation is given by

(
L−q g

)
(x) :=

1

2πi

∫
|ξ|=r

g(ξ)θq

(
x

ξ

)
dξ

ξ
.

Here, r > 0 is an enough small number.

These transformations has introduced by J. Sauloy [6]. Recently, I gave
connection formulae of the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function, the q-confluent
hypergeometric series, q-Airy function and the divergent series which is re-
lated to the Ramanujan function [4, 5, 3] by the using of the q-Borel-Laplace
methods. These functions are solutions of second order q-difference equa-
tions with special parameters.

But connection formulae of higher order q-difference equations are not
clear. In this talk, we give the following theorem with using the q-Borel-
Laplace resummation method:

Theorem.For any x ∈ C∗ \ [−λ; q], we have

˜3ϕ1(a1, a2, a3; b1; q, λ, x) = L+q,λ ◦ B
+
q 3ϕ1(a1, a2, a3; b1; q, x)

=
(a2, a3, b1/a1; q)∞

(b1, a2/a1, a3/a1; q)∞

θ(a1λ)

θ(λ)

θ(a1qx/λ)θ(x)

θ(qx/λ)θ(a1x)
v1(x)

+
(a1, a3, b1/a2; q)∞

(b1, a1/a2, a3/a2; q)∞

θ(a2λ)

θ(λ)

θ(a2qx/λ)θ(x)

θ(qx/λ)θ(a2x)
v2(x)

+
(a2, a1, b1/a3; q)∞

(b1, a2/a3, a1/a3; q)∞

θ(a3λ)

θ(λ)

θ(a3qx/λ)θ(x)

θ(qx/λ)θ(a3x)
v3(x).

Here, the notation ˜3ϕ1(a1, a2, a3; b1; q, λ, x) is the q-Borel-Laplace transform
of the divergent solution u1(x). The new parameter λ appears in the con-
nection coefficients. We also give the connection matrix for the equation
(1). We remark that these coefficients are also new examples of the q-Stokes
coefficients.
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